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Adeline Bossu
Adeline Bossu has a double MA in international Management and in E-learning (AIGEME). She is currently a 
doctoral student at MICA (U. Bordeaux 3) and a research assistant on the ECO project, in charge of implementa-
tion and deployment of 16 MOOCs and leading instructor on the transversal MOOC Step by Step. Her research 
interests on MOOCs focus (i)on the behaviour of the actors involved in relation to pedagogy and design (ii)on the 
process of interculturality as it evolves between countries and among professionals from different cultures.

The eco project for e-teaching: social moocs at the crossroads of actors’ cognitive logics and strategies

Adeline Bossu, ECO project manager, Doctoral Student, Bordeaux 3 University

This communication examines personal and collective e-learning strategies and emerging uses and 
practices, based on the implementation of the European project ECO, for the e-training of teachers 
via MOOCs. ECO is financed within the framework of the program “Competitiveness and innovation 
Framework Programme” (CIP), Theme 2: “digital skills, open dated and creativity”. The main corpus 
consists of questionnaires, interviews, conversation threads in the forums and the social networks as 
well as exchanges between members of the teaching staffs of the experimental sMOOC “Step by Step”. 
The analysis focuses on several intercultural actors’ logics: it connects universities, private and public 
schools, communication and information systems, all with different cultural origins (seven European 
countries). The project is itself an “open” co-creation that brings together several professional cultures 
(teachers, engineers, computer scientists, community managers…). It also builds on a number of cogni-
tive elements that buttress interculturality and intercreativity in Europe and beyond. 
This innovative framework leads to emerging practices in the training of teachers to acquire digital 
skills, especially those dealing with media and information cultures. It affects in particular their learning 
style because it brings together the integration of the cognitive strategies of the teachers/trainers, and 
the collaborative practices between peers. The techno-pedagogical framework relies on participatory 
MOOCs (or sMOOCs) supported by a socio-constructivist and connectivist theory of learning. Specific 
to ECO, it allows the teachers / trainers to benefit from an intercultural learning situation, propitious to 
new cognitive logics; it enhances new strategies that place them in a position of producers and adminis-
trators of their resources.

Aidan White
Aidan White is the Director and founder of the Ethical Journalism Network, a coalition of media professionals 
working internationally to promote ethics, good governance and self-regulation in media. He is a journalist who 
worked for The Guardian before joining the International Federation of Journalists where he served as General 
Secretary for 23 years. He is also a teacher of media ethics and has been an adviser to the United Nations, 
the European Union, the Council of Europe and the OSCE on human rights, free expression and media affairs.

Journalism as an Inspiration for responsible communications and free expression. I will discuss how 
some of the key ethics of journalism -- accuracy, humanity and transparency-- can provide the elements 
of a new culture of communications across the open information landscape. For this to happen new alli-
ances are needed among media professionals, educators, public authorities and civil society.

Aikaterini Dimitrakopoulou 
Katerina studied law in Athens. She completed a Masters’ Degree and a Ph.D. on European competition law 
and ICT regulation at the University of Hamburg, Germany. Prior to joining the European institutions, she 
worked as a lawyer in Athens and Brussels. She is currently working with the Fundamental Rights and Citizen-
ship of the Union Directorate of DG Justice (European Commission), specialising in Union Citizenship issues.
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Alton Grizzle
Alton Grizzle is a happily married husband, father and Christian. He works at the UNESCO HQ in Paris as 
Programme Specialist in Communication and Information. He manages UNESCO global
actions relating to gender and media and is co-manager of UNESCO’s global actions on media and informa-
tion literacy (MIL). Alton has diverse education and experience in the fields of education, management, in-
formation systems and media and communication. He has conceptualized and spearheaded many projects 
and co-authored and edited books relating to MIL, gender and media, media development, communication 
for development. Prior to UNESCO, he was an educator/principal at secondary school and adult vocational 
training levels of the education systems in Jamaica for ten years. He holds a Diploma in secondary educa-
tion from the Mico University College, a Bsc in management and economics at the University of the West 
Indies (UWI), a Msc in Computer-based Management Information Systems from the UWI, and MA in Media 
and Communication from the University of Leicester, UK. Alton Grizzle is a PhD candidate at the Autono-
mous University of Barcelona – under the supervision of Professor Jose Manuel Perez Tornero - where he is 
carrying out research on citizens’ response to MIL competencies.

Roundtable 2: MIL, interreligious understanding in support of solidarity/living together and peace

Who or what gets ‘re-presented’ in the media, history and publications, and how has not lost im-
portance in the public sphere. This presentation summaries and dovetails some of the findings from 
two research studies to argue the intersection of media and information literacy and intercultural 
dialogue. The first study is an investigation into the representation of six religions and secular groups 
on the whole in four newspapers in the UK and Jamaica. Through content analysis the author at-
tempted to ascertain, inter alia, which religion was more prominent in the news, sources used and the 
main discourse or subject about these religions. The presentation also draws on preliminary findings 
on youth perspectives on interreligious and intercultural dialogue which is based on a survey of over 
1700 youth. This set of research findings is connected to one of the themes of a larger study on citi-
zens’ response to media and information literacy competencies. The researcher concluded that there 
do not appear to be major differences in the representation of religion across these media systems 
and countries with similar culture and socio-political context; Islam and Christianity received the most 
‘negative’ representation but also ‘positive’ framing for Christianity and others while some religions 
are not represented at all; and freedom of religion and inter-religious dialogue is largely absent from 
the public discourse. Youth have generally positive attitude to interreligious dialogue, guarded about 
how far they are willing to go in practicing these values while feeling that governments and the media 
can do more to promote peace by facilitating more open discourses on religious and intercultural 
tolerance. Key implications for various stakeholders are proffered.

Plenary Session 5: MIL: human rights and healthy democracy, countering radicalization and hate speech; 
intercultural and interreligious understanding

Despite recent increase in attention to radicalization and incitement to hate, violence and extremism, con-
cerns about youth access to hate, radical and extremist content online is a not a new phenomenon. In 2001, 
MediaSmarts in a study titled Young Canadians in a Wired World found that students surveyed encountered 
online hate material both accidentally and on purpose. This presentation presents a bird’s-eye-view of some 
preliminary research findings on the responses of 614 young women and men, ages 14-25, to online hate, 
radical and extremist content. It highlights their self-reported knowledge, attitude and practices. It is part of a 
larger study on citizens’ response to media and information literacy competencies which involves over 2,000 
young women and men from over 100 countries which started in 2015. 61% of those surveyed reported that 
they have been exposed to radical and extremist content online accidentally. 14% gave a neutral response. 
56% say they ignore these content when they encounter them. 56% of respondents encounter hate content 
on Facebook, 14% on YouTube and followed by Twitter, 8%, The presentation suggests some key implications 
and actions.
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Amélie Turet
Amelie Turet holds a position at the Ministry for the digital agenda, as an expert in socio-technical appro-
priation. As graduate from the University Paris-Diderot in sociology of innovations, she worked for CNET, 
Telesystems, JKLM, Générale des Eaux, the ENSPTT, the Suburbs Project, with missions on urban policy and 
multimedia education for citizen uses and practices. She was co-director at the Delegation for the Uses of 
Internet (Ministry of Education), from 2012 to 2016. She is president of the French Society for the History 
of Youth and Sports and a member of the research network ANR TRANSLIT. Her research themes are: Public 
Policies for Popular Digital Education, Digital & Political Education, Geopolitical, economic, and digital devel-
opment of territories.

In France, Public Internet Access points (EPN) started around the millennium, with the aim of reducing 
the digital divide, with a focus on local authorities and municipalities.

Policy development of digital public spaces within networks certified by the state or local authorities al-
lowed a rapprochement between the different labels, promoters and host structures of the EPN. Librar-
ies and media centres now account for 60% of EPNs care facilities. The majority of them have recruited 
a host of multimedia or digital mediators to promote awareness about digital culture. Libraries and 
media centres represent a real economic opportunity for the sustainability of EPNs as they are located 
in urban communities and receive funding and professional skills while nurturing a network of resources 
more effective because they are in direct relation with cultural local public policies.

However, the services and qualifications are very heterogeneous from one municipality to another. 
Some of the best MIL practices can happen in territories where there is nothing on the subject. The 
qualification of digital mediators (C2i2e competence level) could not be integrated into the digital law 
because of European opposition on the principle of the free exercise of professions. School librarians 
include MIL programmes and there is a competitive exam (CAPES D0C) for them. CNFPT, training 
centre of the territorial administration agents, has modified its training to offer l C2i2e that addresses 
the issue of MIL. A sustainable rapprochement between the resource centres for the digital transition 
of companies and the network of digital mediators for the general public is currently being considered, 
with MIL training included. However, the axis of mastery of technical and documentary tools is still 
more significant than the axis of critical thinking and citizenship.

Andis Kudors
Andis Kudors is a 1996 graduate of the International Law and Economics Program at the University of Latvia’s 
Institute of International Affairs. From 2005 until 2011, he studied at the University of Latvia, specializing in 
Latvian-Russian relations and earning a BA and then an MA in political science. Since 2006, Mr. Kudors has 
been executive director of the Centre for East European Policy Studies. His research interests include Russia’s 
compatriot policy, public diplomacy and propaganda as well as Russian Orthodox Church activities abroad. Andis 
Kudors is member of Foreign Policy Council at Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He had been Fulbright scholar 
at the Kennan Institute (Woodrow Wilson Center) in Washington DC from October 2014 till January 2015.

The Russian Orthodox Church and The ‘Traditional Values’

The Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) aspires to be a leader of inter-religion dialogue (as a part of the 
‘dialogue of civilizations’) on a global scale. ROC, as the supporter of Russian ‘traditional values’, was 
involved by Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in building the ‘dialogue among civilizations’. ROC activi-
ties goes beyond inter-religion dialogue and has to be seen as part of Russian public diplomacy and 
sometimes propaganda. The ‘dialogue among civilizations’ forms the normative basis that Russia is using 
to counter Western normative requirements and to promote the multipolar world order.

Andris Vilks
Andris Vilks, born in 1957 in Riga, has been working in the National Library of Latvia since 1978, and since 1989 is 
its Director. He is one of the most prominent library experts in Latvia and has contributed significantly to the develop-
ment of the library sector and advancement of information and knowledge society both in Latvia and internationally. 
Over the years he has been strongly involved in the work of UNESCO – he has chaired the board of the UNESCO 
Memory of the World Register and has been the President of the Latvian National Commission for UNESCO.
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Welcome to Riga! National Library of Latvia is honoured to host the 2nd European Media and Informa-
tion Literacy Forum. This event holds a special significance for us for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is 
highly symbolic that it takes place in one of the only two libraries of the world, whose construction has 
been encouraged by a UNESCO resolution. Secondly, it gives an excellent opportunity to highlight the 
important role of libraries in development of media and literacy skills. And thirdly, it allows to highlight 
the specific challenges and experiences of media and information literacy in post-soviet countries. I 
wish you all a very stimulating and inspirational conference!

Baiba Holma
Work - Assoc. professor of the Department of Information and Library Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
University of Latvia.
Research topic – information literacy of inhabitants, assessment of information literacy and possibilities for 
improvement, role of libraries
Scientific interests and experience –researcher of the Advanced Social and Political Research Institute. Sci-
entific interests are related with information accessibility, information management, information literacy and 
digitization of cultural heritage. 
Participated in the states’ research project „National Identity”, in the research about value, trust and services 
of Latvia public libraries, in the research about information literacy assessment of adults in Latvia (in the 
framework of the European Social Fund project ‘Development of Innovative Diagnostic Instruments for 
Regional Growth).

Roles of libraries in MIL education
According to conceptual understanding perspectives of information literacy, libraries correspond to the 
perspective - information literacy as the acquisition of “information age” skills. The main idea of this 
approach is that libraries are the institutions which have to teach information skills based on standards 
and then assess it.
The Department of Information and Library studies of the University of Latvia did a research about 
possibilities to assess the MIL levels of inhabitants of Latvia and research about librarians as mediators 
in digital literacy development.
Presentation describes both the main problems and opportunities in assessment of MIL literacy as well 
as in mediation of digital literacy skills.

Bérangère Blondeau
MIL teacher primary and secondary level Cyprus and master 2 AIGEME University Sorbonne Nouvelle, MIL doc-
toral researcher MICA (Mediations, Information, Communication Arts) University Bordeaux Montaigne, ICFFCY 
(International Children’s Film Festival of Cyprus) MIL project manager, Pedagogical director European MIL project 
ECFOLI, MENA region. Co- author MOOC “DIY Media and Information Literacy” (European ECO project).

ECFOLI a MIL project in the EURO-MENA region
The Erasmus + funded project ECFOLI is a Media and Information Literacy (MIL) project. It aims at 
fostering sustainable conflict resolution strategies through the appropriation of the common Mediter-
ranean culture heritage of the young participants and their tutors. 
The 48 youth participants face a local conflict situation (in Cyprus, the Palestine, Portugal and Morocco). 
They are asked to adopt and transform elements of their local Mediterranean cultural heritage and turn them 
into digital storytelling. They are then trained to be active producers of content (film making, video games, e-
portfolios) that leads to common experiences and dialogue. This in turn leads to attitudinal changes, with long 
lasting and sustainable conflict resolution strategies. Additionally, the young participants are trained to be the 
ECFOLI ambassadors and therefore active citizens in their own local community, capable of informed choices. 
Through the use and the development of an E-learning and E-coaching multilingual platform, and 
the development of a MOOC based on the existing DIY MIL MOOC, ECFOLI provides learning and 
on-going training material for MIL teachers. It also offers communication functionalities, collaborative 
working spaces and an assessment system for all participants.
www.ecfoli.eu
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Carolyn Wilson
In this digital era, it is argued that in order to be granted the exercise of citizenship in the contemporary 
world, we all need access to competencies that will allow us to engage with media and information in 
a critical and coherent way. It seems that more than ever, people need the resources and the insights 
of media and information literacy to gain the knowledge and develop the values, attitudes and skills 
required to be effective participants and active citizens in our world. What does this mean for the GAP-
MIL network and regional chapters? Using examples from GAPMIL members working around the world, 
participants will be introduced to a number of initiatives and resources for engaging young people in 
media and information literacy, active citizenship and intercultural dialogue.

Dita Rietuma
Dita Rietuma, film theorist, film critic, the director of National film Centre of Latvia. D.Rietuma graduated 
from VGIK in 1992. She was the cultural editor and film critic of the biggest Latvian daily newspaper Diena. 
Since 2014. D.Rietuma is the head of the National film Centre of Latvia. She is Dr.Art and the lecturer of Riga 
Stradins University. D.Rietuma is the author of five books dedicated to film history – her last books Film noir 
from past till present was published in 2014 an 500 best films – in 2015. D.Rietuma was participant of dif-
ferent international juries. Her main passion is the history of the world cinema as well the the film education.

How can film be a cornerstone in the media literacy? Why is it important to implement films in the curriculum 
of schools? Why is it urgent to provide knowledge about European film and complexity of film language? How 
knowing the montage tricks of classical film directors like Sergei Eisentein and Alfred Hitchcock can help to 
survive in modern media landscape? These are questions to ask. And there is some experience to be shared – 
the pilot project “Film in Schools” which was developed by The National Film Centre of Latvia in collaboration 
with the National Centre for Education. The materials and methodology of “Film in Schools” allows teachers 
to promote the integration of Latvian cinema and Latvian produced films into the general learning process.

Divina Meigs
Divina Frau-Meigs is professor of Media and ICT sociology at the Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, France. She 
holds degrees from the Sorbonne University, Stanford University and the Annenberg School for Communi-
cations (U. of Pennsylvania). She is a specialist of Cultural Diversity, Internet Governance and Media and 
Information Literacy (MIL) as well as a researcher in the media uses and practices of young people. She holds 
the UNESCO chair “Savoir-devenir in sustainable digital development”.
She coordinates the French National Agency Project TRANSLIT, on the convergence between media, informa-
tion and digital literacies (www.translit.fr). She is responsible for the implementation of the European project 
ECO, producing MOOCs on digital humanities (www.ecolearning.eu). She is the scientific expert on the 
Erasmus + ECFOLI project that promotes strategies for conflict resolution via MIL (www.ecfoli.eu/fr). She also 
conducts a research mapping youth online radicalisation for UNESCO.
She currently is the interim co-chair of the European Chapter of the Global Alliance of Partners for MIL (GAP-
MIL). She represents civil society interests (academia and research) in the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) 
and in other global arenas (UNESCO, WSIS...). She is co-founder of the Know*ing initiative for rebooting the 
Internet via education 3.0 and new multimodal literacies.
Website: www.divina-frau-meigs.fr - Blog: medias-matrices.net/blog

ʻʻMIL and research strategies; Promoting media and information literacy in a shifting communication 
and information landscape for open and secure societies’’
The results from ANR TRANSLIT network (analysing the convergence between media, information and 
computation literacies) point to a composite research agenda for MIL in the years to come:
1.  Take into consideration the role of Internet Governance in MIL, with issues such as online freedoms, 

privacy, participation, education 3.0;
2.  Address what data do to media: with issues of data protection and data availability and their impact 

on media (data journalism, data traceability, privacy shield…);
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3.  Consider MIL governance and its various models across several regions of the world, especially in 
terms of policy coordination, funding and evaluation; 

4.  Provide critical analysis of MIL good or sensible practices and their transfer to different groups and 
communities (benchmarking tools, standard-setting tools, public/private/civic partnerships;

5.  Analyse the impact of recent media panics over the alleged radicalisation of young people via social networks
More than anything else, such a research agenda calls for adaptive planning, the design of non-linear 
complex methodologies, iterative evaluations, and even social network and agent-based modelling. It 
places MIL as a new frontier field with multimodal multiple literacies, that requires the full attention of 
the academic community at large.

Elodie Depré
Elodie Depré started at LAPRESSE.be in February 2015. She previously worked as a customer representa-
tive and PR for National Geographic in their Middle East Peace project initiative. She graduated in Political 
sciences and PR from IHECS and ULB (Brussels). Elodie is a specialist in media literacy for the newspaper 
French-speaking Belgian publishing sector.

Presentation for Plenary session 2 “Bridging concept and practice: mediators of MIL at the local level 
(the role of libraries as mediators in promoting MIL (the case of Latvia) and other target groups (parents, 
teachers, industries)”
ENPA members (national and regional press associations) are deeply involved in their respective Mem-
ber States in various media literacy projects, notably aiming at educating young citizens to develop their 
critical thinking and encouraging them to take an active part in the democratic debate.
These multiple initiatives and projects are focusing on many different aspects of media literacy, includ-
ing the role of the press in the digital environment, the fight against terrorism and other important tools 
which are essential for educating young citizens on the importance of press freedom in democratic 
societies.

Emelina Fernández Soriano
Emelina Fernández Soriano has a bachelor degree in Law by UMA ( Malaga´s University). She also brings the 
position in this University of Doctor in Comunication and Media Science, where she is a ternured lecturer. 
She has been Senator, vice-spokenperson of RTVE Control Comission of Congress and Senate, and spokenper-
son, Senate spokesperson of all matters rlated to Media and Comunication. Besides, She has been a special 
rapporteur in several Laws as “Creation of a New Corporarion RTVE Law”, “Advertising Law”, “Public Tv Found-
ing Law” and “Media Law”
She also belonged to Andalusian Public Television RTVA Broads of Directors.
Currently, She is Andalusian Audiovisual Council Chairwoman, since march 2011.
She has published several books and publications about cultural industry, comunication, media and gender, 
and RTVA history such as Canal Sur, a Televisión Regional in Europe or Regional and local Identities in the age 
of the transnational communication.
As an expert in Media issues, she has taken part in numerous debates and several conferences and articles 
have been given and published by her.

Emily Keaney
Emily Keaney is Head of Children’s Research at Ofcom, the UK communications regulator. Emily has combined 
research and policy analysis throughout her career, including in previous roles with the Communications Con-
sumer Panel, The Arts Council and the Institute for Public Policy Research.

Ofcom’s media literacy research programme has been running since 2005 and include both quantitative and 
qualitative research with adults and children. Emily will draw on this wealth of research to identify the ways 
in which the media and communications landscape is changing and the challenges that this poses for those 
interested in researching and promoting media literacy. She will touch on the benefits and drawbacks of the 
move from laptops and desktops to smartphones, the challenge of understanding and making judgements 
about online information, and the need to empower parents to help them keep their children safe online.
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Ewa Thorslund
Work experience: Present: Director at the Swedish Media Council, Former: Public affairs expert at the Swedish IT and 
Telecom Industries; and head of department at National Swedish Board for Industrial and Technical Development.
Education and training: Degree of Master of Science in Business and Economics, Uppsala university
Additional information: Board member of:
- Swedish media council 
- Surfa Lugnt, a private- public partnership for child protection on the internet
- Miljöstyrningsrådet (governmental body for sustainable procurement) 
-  El-Kretsen (responsible for recycling and disposal of electronic waste in Sweden (WEEE-directive (2002/96/EG))
Plus, a number of books published related to online child protection.

Media and Information Literacy (MIL) is a crucial ability in a society with an infinite amount of informa-
tion as well as disinformation. Having access to immeasurable information doesn´t necessarily mean 
that people are more informed. Where we have a situation where it´s easier than ever to both avoid 
and seek information and news, and to choose our own ”media diet”. Where there is an ongoing inter-
action between your preferences as media user, and the algorithms set and controlled by global, com-
mercial actors, an interaction that reinforces the tendency to choose information that does little else 
than confirm opinions already held. Where some people call out for the risk of ”digital enclaves” …or a 
balkanization of the public space, or ”digital echo chambers”… A society where people choose informa-
tion that usually confirms their opinions and/or perception of reality is facing a democratic challenge 
embodied as exclusion or even radicalization. MIL might be an antidote to this development.

Fabian Franke
Dr. Fabian Franke is director of the University Library Bamberg and speaker of the commission information 
literacy of the German Library Association and the Association of German Librarians. His interests include 
the promotion of media and information literacy, the expansion of open access and the development of 
digital services and libraries. He is author of several publications concerning the role of libraries in information 
literacy education and Standing Committee member of the IFLA Information Literacy Section.

This contribution presents the initiatives of the German libraries to promote and encourage information 
literacy at all educational levels. Important milestones are a recent declaration by the German Rectors’ 
Conference, the establishments of standards and a reference framework and the launch of the website 
www.informationskompetenz.de. It will be discussed how these activities can be linked with the key 
issues of the IFLA strategic plan 2016 – 2021.

Giovanni Melogli 
Alliance Internationale de Journalistes – European Media Initiative
President EMI (European Media Initiative)
Promoter and spokesperson of the European Citizens’ Initiative for Media Pluralism.
Member of the Alliance Internationale de Journalistes Administration Council and coordinator of the EU branch.
Expert in EU audiovisual and media policies, and former member of the European Commission Media Literacy 
Expert Group.
Co-author of the book: Le carceri segrete della CIA in Europa (Secret CIA Prisons in Europe), with Giulietto 
Chiesa and Francesco Decarlo.

The platform MediaEducation.fr is designed to collect and provide information about media literacy, its 
actors and initiatives in France.
The website provides news about media literacy, and a growing collection of resources, both curated 
and created by the MediaEducation team. It is also a tool for collaboration: people who are involved in 
media literacy in one way or another (journalists, teachers, other educators, students, etc…) are invited 
to send in information about their events, tools and initiatives, that is edited and published by the team. 
MediaEducation.fr also includes an agency, to help groups of young people, or adults educating them to 
contact journalists, in order to set up projects together.
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Guna Spurava
Guna Spurava is a research assistant and lecturer at the Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of Commu-
nication Studies at the University of Latvia. As a head of UNESCO Chair on Media and Information Literacy 
at the University of Latvia (hereafter - UNESCO Chair) Guna Spurava is responsible for the development of 
media and information literacy research focusing on practices of Young people’s digital media use – both op-
portunities and risks. Digital literacy research has been rapidly developing within last five years. An essential 
stimulus for that has been the author’s participation in the international research project EU Kids Online 
since 2012.

The Role of Librarians as Mediators in Promoting Digital Literacy in Latvia
Survey data from the EU Kids Online study show that Latvia is at the top of Internet usage by kids in 
libraries 46% of young respondents indicated that they connect to the Internet from libraries and other 
public places, while the EU average stands at only 12%. To the question of whether they had ever 
received advice on Internet usage from librarians, about one-fifth – 21% of children answered that they 
had – nevertheless a high indicator compared to the European average – 6%. 
At the same time study shows, that children in Latvia are highly independent from their parents and 
caretakers in their attitudes towards the Internet. Their reliance on their parents’ advice remains mini-
mal. Parents’ supervision and control activities are often limited to discussing with their children what 
constitutes safe Internet use, and seldom include specific, practical supervision measures or activities. 
Children devise their own strategies to learn and solve whatever issues they may come across during 
their Internet use, which certainly triggers the question whether these self-devised strategies and solu-
tions are always the most appropriate. In this context, the digital literacy of young people should be 
supported not only by their parents, but also by other mediators, their educators – including teachers 
and librarians. 
Referring to the above, it is very important to understand the role of librarians as mediators in enhanc-
ing digital literacy in Latvia. The analysis of the unique situation in Latvia where librarians play a crucial 
role as digital literacy mediators could bring a new perspective to digital literacy mediation concept that 
until now has been focussing on parental, teachers’ and peers’ mediation. A librarian-centred approach 
to the research of mediation of children’s use of digital technology, as well as theoretical conceptualiza-
tion of the topic, have not so far been applied.

Guy Berger
Guy Berger is UNESCO’s Director for Freedom of Expression and Media Development, based in Paris. Between 
1994 and 2011, he was Head of the School of Journalism and Media Studies at Rhodes University, South 
Africa, where he founded the School’s New Media Lab and the Highway Africa annual conference dealing with 
internet issues in Africa.  Berger has been a speaker at the Stockholm Internet Forum, the Cyberspace confer-
ence, the Freedom Online Coalition conference, and the Internet Governance Forum.

Hannah Grainger Clemson
Hannah Grainger Clemson (DPhil Education, University of Oxford) is Schools Policy officer at the European Com-
mission. Her responsibilities include co-ordinating the ET2020 Working Group on Schools, developing the Euro-
pean online platform School Education Gateway, and work on competence-based learning and transversal skills. 
She has worked as a teacher in secondary schools in the UK, as a university tutor for teacher education and as 
a researcher, primarily in the field of arts, communities and education. She has worked on a number of projects 
concerning the use of digital tools and has published journal articles on the development of cultural identity.

In a rapidly changing information and knowledge society, schools are having to take on the responsibil-
ity for extending the literacy of young people beyond their basic reading, writing and computing abili-
ties. New information and communications media imply not only different ways to learn and process 
information but also offer new and powerful modes of cultural expression, development of personal 
values, and meaning-making. The school faces many challenges of facilitating the development of these 
competences. Not only are there implications for learning content, assessment, and the pedagogical ap-
proaches by teachers across the curricula, but also wider issues of whole school approaches to child de-
velopment and co-operation with other stakeholders, as well as policy making across school education 
systems. This session will identify and respond to some of the key questions in this area and discuss 
how support can be effectively given to teachers and schools at local, regional and national level.
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Igor Kanižaj
Igor Kanižaj, Ph.D is Assistant Professor at the University of Zagreb, Journalism Department at the Faculty of Politi-
cal Science and vice-dean for science and international relations. He is the co-author of the first public opinion 
research on Media Literacy in Croatia. Participated in several internationaL research projects: COST project ISO906 
„Transforming Audiences, Transforming Societies“, ANR TRANSLIT (Media and Information Literacy Policies in Croatia 
(2013), DIMLE – Digital international media literacy ebook project, EU KIDS ONLINE and Y-NEX (European Youth 
News Excahnge). He is also one of the authors of UNESCO Paris Declaration on MIL in Digital Era from 2014.

New horizon for MIL in Croatia
Even though Croatia is still one of the EU countries without a comprehensive MIL policy at the national 
level, in this panel we shall introduce new models for cooperation between different stakeholders in 
order to strengthen capacities and build new alliances. Study of Journalism at the Faculty of Political 
Science, University of Zagreb, is promoting MIL with the support of student media: Radio Student, 
TV Student and Newspapers Global. Together with UNICEF, Agency for Electronic Media, and other 
partners it has just introduced new multimedia portal medijskapismenost.hr with the objective to raise 
the capacities of parents and teachers. Through academia and in cooperation with public television HRT 
and partners from the private sector new ERASMUS+ project Y-NEX (European Youth News Exchange, 
ynex-eu) was initiated. In the same time NGO’s (such as DKMK – Djecamedija.org, Suradnici u učenju – 
Pet za net.hr) are leading the way with new research projects and new approaches to media education. 
Pioneer public opinion research has been done in cooperation with public opinion research agencies. 
New possibilities for promotion of MIL have been introduced by academia such as ML4T (Media literacy 
4 teachers) a unique educational program where students of journalism were mentoring primary school 
teachers within a comprehensive TOT programme. With new initiatives between academics, NGO, 
public and private sector Croatia is leading the way in promoting ML and MIL.

Ilva Skulte
Ilva Skulte, Dr. Philol., Assoc. Prof. has a doctoral degree in history of language from Latvian University. Since 
2001, she is working at the Department of Communication in Riga Stradins University, Latvia last 9 years as a 
Director of Master Programm for Communication and Media Studies. Having tought and written about history 
of media and reflecting the changes in culture caused by new media she discovered the importance of media 
literacies (especially, digital literacies) in the context of childhood and school, the area of research where some 
of her latest contributions are made.

The history of media shows that the actual usage of a particular medium in the given system of media 
and sociocultural context is shaping the profile of a medium itself – its place in media system , role in 
society and variety of cultural habits forming around the new medium are often ad hoc formed, case 
bounded and unpredictable even for careful analyzers of determinating social contexts. Later on, each 
medium deeply influences not only culture and society, but the way people think, feel, function biologi-
cally. Today, we face the complete reorganization of media systems with rush innovations in all (dif-
ferent) societies. A research methods and strategies are needed that would track those changes more 
flexible, in-depth, immersively, cross-disciplinary, in order to analyse change of logics in media as well as 
media-user societies to propose concrete open models of MIL and its examination.
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Imants Lieģis
Ambassador Imants Lieģis took up his duties as Latvia’s Ambassador to France in March 2016. He has also 
been appointed Permanent Delegate to UNESCO and Personal Representative of the President of Latvia to 
the International Organisation of La Francophonie.
Born in the United Kingdom in 1955, Imants Lieģis obtained a Law Degree (LLB) from the University of 
Newcastle Upon Tyne and Solicitor Qualifying Exams from Guildford College of Law. He worked as a solicitor 
in various law firms in England until 1991.
Mr. Lieģis joined the Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1992. After serving in Rīga, Stockholm and London, 
in 1997 he was appointed as Latvia’s Ambassador to Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg (until 2000) 
and to NATO until 2004. After returning to Rīga, he served as Ambassador to the EU Political and Security 
Committee between 2005 and 2008, after which he was appointed as Latvia’s Ambassador to Spain.
Between March 2009 and November 2010 Imants Lieģis served as Latvia’s Minister of Defence and Acting 
Minister of Justice (May-November 2010). He was elected as a Member of Latvia’s Parliament (Saeima) in 2010 
where he served as Chairman of the European Affairs Committee and Head of Latvia’s Delegation to the NATO 
Parliamentary Assembly until November 2011, when a referendum voted for the dismissal of Parliament.
After a spell as Research Fellow at the Latvian Institute of International Affairs,
Imants Lieģis resumed his Diplomatic career in 2012 as Latvia’s Ambassador to Hungary and non-resident 
Ambassador to Croatia, Montenegro and Slovenia.
Ambassador Lieģis has received the following awards: The Latvian Order of the Three Stars, (Fourth Class); the 
Order Gran Cruz of the Kingdom of Spain; the 1st class Order Terra Mariana of the Republic of Estonia.
He is a Member of the European Leadership Network.
Imants Lieģis is married and has two daughters.

Irma Velez
Associate Professor of Hispanic studies (literature and visual arts) and MIL, Irma Velez is the digital expert for the 
Spanish Department of the ESPE- Paris Sorbonne University. She graduated from the U of Paris X and Michigan 
State University in Spanish, language and literature (MA, PhD) and Journalism (MA). Head of the Parisian team of 
researchers from the ANR TRANSLIT (research project) she is also a member of CEIBA (Centre d’Etudes Ibériques 
et Latino-Américaines of the University Jean-Jaurès, Toulouse). She writes on gender and media performance in 
contemporary Latin American literature and visual arts as well as on MIL public policy and education. 

MIL has become a social and educational project, a human right as much as an economical right sup-
ported by international institutions, national public policies and local practices. The ANR TRANSLIT 
network together with experts from European COST initiative “Transforming Audiences, Transforming 
Society” conducted a cross-national research project embracing 28 European countries. Using a quali-
quanti research methodology, the project aimed at evaluating MIL public policies in context, with such 
dimensions as official standard setting, training, funding, etc. The major results show the emergence of 
MIL governance in Europe, with fragmented strategies as member states adopt positions that either 
engage or disengage public actors from MIL implementation. The discussion will underline the strengths 
and opportunities, weaknesses and threats (SWOT) that characterize the debate on MIL and point to 
recommendations to meet the challenges of the digital agenda.

Ivana Jelaca
Ivana Jelaca is Head of Media Diversity Institute (MDI) Western Balkans, which operates in the field of Free-
dom of Expression, focused mainly on youth and their engagement with the media. Her work with MDI started 
after gaining an MA in Diversity and the Media from University of Westminster, UK. She has been involved 
in MDI international and regional programme development. She also supervises the implementation of MDI 
projects in Western Balkans. She has received trainings in social diversity field, human and women rights and 
worked as a journalist in Serbian news agency Tanjug.

Media Diversity Institute Western Balkans
In the Western Balkans media are still playing a role in perpetuating hostilities towards different groups, 
while the authorities are more and more exercising different forms of controls and if neither of them 
have not learned very much from bitter experience of 1991-1995 wars. While social media are open 
space for democratic debates lacking in traditional, they are also prone to hate speech towards ‘others’ 
- LGBT, women or any vulnerable groups. In an environment where, even in more mature democra-
cies, the number of PRs is gradually outnumbering journalists, the ability of citizens to understand how 
media operate, to search for genuine information and to produce their own media content is becoming 
crucial in places such as this region. What are potential solutions to these complex challenges?
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Jochen Spangenberg
Innovation Manager at Deutsche Welle
Jochen Spangenberg works for Germany’s international broadcaster Deutsche Welle in the innovation projects 
unit. This includes the involvement in REVEAL and InVID, two research projects that deal with the verification 
of user-generated content.
Previously, he was COO and Editor-in-Chief at a Berlin-based media company, and worked for BBC News & 
Current Affairs, London.
Jochen also lectures at the Free University Berlin in Media & Communication Sciences. He is the author of the 
book The BBC in Transition and articles, papers and book chapters dealing with media and IT.
Follow Jochen on Twitter at @jospang or connect with him on LinkedIn.

Content that is shared and distributed via social networks has reached enormous dimensions. This 
includes inaccurate and misleading information. Hence, verification and assessing the accuracy and 
trustworthiness of social media content is vital for the functioning of democratic societies. 
At present, fact-checking social media content is done primarily by a selected few, such as journalists 
and those working for human rights organizations. However, it is essential that ordinary citizens, too, 
know how to deal with information residing in social networks and assess its accuracy. This requires 
tools and respective know-how. 
The presentation addresses the issues outlined above (focus on the media sector), introduces research 
activities in the field, portrays some tools and approaches used for verification of and dealing with user-
generated content, and points to possible ways forward.

José Manuel Pérez Tornero
Professor of Communication and Journalism at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB). Director 
of the Research Center Communication and Education. Director of Media and Information Literacy and 
Intercultural Dialogue UNESCO Chair (Barcelona). Advisor/Friend of GAPMIL (UNESCO). Member of the 
Expert’s Group of Media Literacy (EC). Member of the Steering Committee of The Iberoamerican Association 
oF Cultural and Educational TV (ATEI). Hi has directed the EMEDUS Project on Media Education in the EU, 
the study Showing films and other audiovisual content in European schools, and the study on Assessment 
Criteria for Media Literacy (All funded by the European Commission). Hi has written Media Literacy and New 
Humanism, Communication and Education on Information Society, and Some ideas for learning to learn, 
among others books.

Joseph A Cannataci
Prof. Joseph A Cannataci – Head of the Department of Information Policy & Governance http://www.um.edu.
mt/maks/ipg at the Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences of the University of Malta. Also Full Professor, 
holding the Chair of European Information Policy & Technology Law http://www.rug.nl/staff/j.a.cannataci/ 
within the Faculty of Law, University of Groningen, The Netherlands where he co-founded the STeP Research 
Group. Additionally, Adjunct Professor at the Security Research Institute & School of Computer and Secu-
rity Science, Edith Cowan University Australia www.secau.org. Scientific Co-ordinator of multiple EU FP7 & 
H2020 research projects focussing on privacy. Appointed UN Special Rapporteur on Privacy in July 2015. His 
latest book The Individual and Privacy was published by Ashgate in March 2015.

My intervention will deal with the concrete evidence we currently have about citizens’ perceptions of 
privacy especially that collected in EU -supported projects such as CONSENT, SMART and RESPECT. 
I would also try to examine some of the reasons which may explain as to why some citizens may claim 
to value privacy highly but occasionally behave in a way which is prima facie inconsistent with such a 
claimed high value for privacy. Time permitting I would use examples of various indigenous societies 
worldwide to illustrate privacy-related values and behaviour. This intervention will examine privacy 
understood via an analytical framework consisting of three dimensions: time, place and space.
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Jukka Relander
Jukka Relander works as a consultant in media and communications, and serves as President of the Finnish 
Library Association and as President of EBLIDA. He is a writer, educator, politician, broadcast media special-
ist and besides being involved in library organisations he is also a member of Helsinki City Council, member 
of the City Council and chairman of the Cultural Board of Helsinki. He has a background in history, having 
obtained a Master of Arts from Universities of Helsinki and Sussex with specisalisations in Finnish history, 
social psychology and English and American studies, and has been a researcher at the Institute of History at 
University of Helsinki. He is also an author and media personality – has published several books on history, 
society, culture, libraries and religion, and has been a long-time radio host at Radio Helsinki, TV host at YLE 
and columnist at Helsingin Sanomat and other publications.

Literacy, transliteracy and libraries 
Increacing amount of EU citizens have dificulties in reading. It has been estimated, that even 20% of us 
find reading so difficult that reading is rather avoided than practiced. 
Even greater amount of Europeans do not possess sufficient skills for media literacy, that is, ability to 
understand, contextualize and critically estimate the contents of our daily media diet. The consumption 
of media has increased drastically, whereas the fact proof content has became more and more difficult 
to find. 
Third, and perhaps the most advanced for of the literal skills is called transliteracy, which, in addition to 
media and information literacy, includes ability to use the text in another context. As Bobbi L. Newman 
has defined, ”transliteracy is the ability to read, write and interact across a range of platforms, tools and 
media from signing and orality through handwriting, print, TV, radio and film, to digital social networks.” 
The estimation is, that 50% of us are transliterate, whereas 100% of are permitted to vote in the elec-
tions. The question is, what can libraries do?

Julian McDougall
Julian McDougall is Professor of Media and Education, Head of the Centre for Excellence in Media Practice 
and Principal Fellow of the UK Higher Education Academy. He is editor of the Media Education Research 
Journal and Journal of Media Practice and runs the Doctorate in Creative and Media Education at Bourne-
mouth University. He is author / editor of a range of books, chapters, journal articles and reports in the fields 
of media, education and pedagogy, literacy, cultural theory and technology. He has completed / is working on 
research and knowledge projects for RCUK funding, charities and industry including AHRC, ESRC, the Euro-
pean Union, COST networks, the United Kingdom Literacy Association, Media Education Association, Sixteen 
Films, Media for Development and Samsung.

What are the main strategies for teacher training in Europe?
How is MIL being integrated into the formal teacher education system?
This roundtable contribution will summarise the findings of three research enquiries - the UK analysis 
of MIL education for COST / ANR; a subsequent cross-EU investigation of teacher training for MIL and 
a more situated MIL project funded by Samsung.

Julie Gray
Julie Gray founded MEMLI (The Middle East Media Literacy Initiative) in 2015 in Tel Aviv, Israel. MEMLI is a 
grassroots initiative with a mission of making media and information literacy widely available to youth in Israel 
and Palestine. A native Californian, Julie is a former Hollywood story analyst and writes for The Huffington 
Post, Script Magazine and The Times of Israel. Through advocating for MIL, empathy and civil discourse skills 
in Israel and Palestine, Julie hopes to help youth living on either side of the green line build a new narrative – 
together.

The conflict between Israel and Palestine is often described as the battle of two narratives. Over the 
70+ years of its existence, this conflict is arguably the most media scrutinized conflict in the world. 
Youth in Israel and Palestine have experienced this conflict for their entire lives and subsequently live 
with both collective and personal trauma. The advent of social media has increased the volume and 
negativity of discourse exponentially. MIL is urgently needed in Israel/Palestine so that youth are taught 
the skills necessary to think more critically about local, regional and global media coverage and analysis 
of events and to be able to engage in informed, reasonable, civil discourse about these events. MIL in 
Israel and Palestine will allow youth to build new narratives together.
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Karlis Podins
Karlis holds a MSc degree from University of Latvia. After a prolonged international experience working in the 
field of cyber security he is happy to hold an operational position of a threat analyst with CERT.LV (national 
CSIRT of Latvia).

Media and Information Literacy (MIL): a Privacy Shield
In order to successfully shield privacy, a profound understanding of what privacy is must be obtained.
While being easy to define in abstract and fuzzy terms, privacy is a complicated mathematical concept 
to define or measure. Research to formalize privacy has been ongoing for a prolonged time, and dif-
ferential privacy is an established topic at computer science conferences.
In response to public demand, industry is showing first indicators towards implementation of differential 
privacy research outcomes. This is a step towards improving the privacy, but users should be aware that 
privacy is not easy nor intuitive.

Khaled Koubaa
Khaled is the Founder and President of the Arab World Internet Institute. Previously, he worked as Head of 
Government Relations and Public Policy MENA at Google.
Khaled has a technical, management and policy experience in Internet with more than 15 years international 
experience. Public-speaking experience and familiarity with Internet technologies and the policy and political 
environments that surround them. Advise on strategic issues involving the intersection of business, technol-
ogy, and public policy in the Internet, domain names, IP Address, e-commerce, and Telecommunication.
As an independent consultant he worked for the non-profit and government sectors in the Middle East Africa 
region, promoting best practice in the use of information technology and providing strategic advice regarding 
how to choose and use Internet and Social Media.
Khaled founded the Internet Society chapter in Tunisia in 2006 and served as its President. He has also 
served on the Board of Trustees of the Internet Society and regularly attends Internet-related events (ICANN, 
IETF, IGF, etc.). He was elected to represent the African region in the ICANN Nominating Committee, and 
also serves on the Board of Directors of AfriNIC, representing the North African region. Khaled participated in 
Internet Governance Forums in 2008, 2009 and 2012.
Khaled earned his Bachelor’s degree in Management from the High School of Commerce in Tunisia and a Mas-
ters Degree in Electronic Commerce from the High School of Electronic Commerce. He has also completed 
short courses at the MIT on Radical Innovation and at USC Annenberg School of Communication and Journal-
ism on Internet and Public Diplomacy.

“Educate 1 Million Arab User by 2020
Research suggests that the growth in Arabic online population is much faster than that of online Arabic 
content, creating a gap that needs to be filled by local users and entrepreneurs.
According to Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013, 60% of Arabic speakers prefer browsing internet content 
in Arabic. That figure surges to 97 per cent in Saudi Arabia and Egypt.
At the moment, Arabic is the seventh-most popular language on the web, but less than one per cent of 
all online content is in Arabic although native Arabic speakers represent about 5% of the world popula-
tion. 
The Arab World Internet Institute is launching the Arab Web Academy in partnership with private sec-
tor, governments, private sector and civil society to educate 1 million Arab Internet users by 2020 with 
an objective to turn them into active users that will be able to produce responsible content.”
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Kristina Juraitė
Kristina Juraitė, Ph.D., professor and chair of the Department of Public Communication at Vytautas Magnus 
University in Kaunas, Lithuania. Her research interests include post-Soviet media and democratization, media 
literacy, cultural communication and participation, media discourses and visual culture. She is a member of 
the national expert group involved in a research project on news media literacy in Lithuania. She has been 
extensively publishing nationally and internationally, the most recent publication is a co-edited book entitled 
Communicating Culture: Institutions, Strategies, Audiences.

Towards shared responsibility in MIL policy making: Multi-stakeholder approach
Analysis of MIL in the young democracies of Central and Eastern Europe shows that the majority of 
innovative practices in the field of media education are offered mainly by the civil society organiza-
tions and usually take place in informal education settings. Lack of systemic approach in MIL, as well as 
lack of well-developed and sustainable partnerships between public, private and NGO sector are the 
most common characteristics for the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe. One of the main 
problems is that national authorities have been lacking a clear vision and proactive strategy for media 
literacy development, as well as coordination by bringing together different stakeholders to promote 
and develop media education. Instead, a protective and reactive approach has been dominating at the 
national institutional level, while existing practices of cooperation and advocacy actions for MIL have 
been quite ephemeral and sporadic. On the other hand, there is quite a substantial and permanent 
interest from the private sector, NGOs and academia towards MIL with their active and long-standing 
involvement in different programs and initiatives. Another particularity of the region is a positive influ-
ence of different international programs, including European Commission, Council of Europe, Nordic 
Council of Ministers and UNESCO, which are bringing MIL to the forefront of the public competences 
necessary for democratic and sustainable welfare society.

Leena Toivonen
Leena Toivonen, Master of Social Sciences, has been Library Director in the City of Valkeakoski in Finland since 
2014. Prior to her current position she worked as Deputy Director (2010-2014); Head of Health Sciences 
Department Library (2007-2010); Head of Information Services (2002-2010) at the Tampere University 
Library in Finland. She is active in international library organizations: corresponding member (2015 - ) and 
standing committee member of IFLA Information Literacy Section (2007-2015); member of EGCIS group of 
EBLIDA (2015 - ); former member of Executive Committee of EBLIDA (2012-2015). During 2007–2010 she 
was member of Executive Board in the Finnish Research Libraries Association. Her main fields of interests are 
information literacy, competence management and leadership.

The paper reviews various approaches of public libraries to support learning of different age groups. 
A new challenge for public libraries is the renewed national core curriculum of basic education for the 
reason that it includes such competences as multiliteracy and ICT competence. 
The paper also describes few examples of the current services offered by public libraries, using a city 
library in Finland as a case library. The challenges of the future are described and discussed.

Leo Pekkala
Dr. Pekkala works as the Deputy Director of the National Audiovisual Institute of Finland and as the Head 
of its Department for Media Education and Audiovisual Media (MEKU), a government authority under the 
Ministry of Education and Culture. He has long experience in international co-operation, media education, 
media and information literacy, research and development in higher education, teacher training and school 
development sectors both in the developing country context and in the developed country context. He has 
coordinated and participated in several international multidisciplinary research endeavours and networks. He 
is a frequent speaker at international conferences and has published widely.

Liva Brice
Liva Brice just defended her dissertation about Latvian youth digital portrait – what set of skills and knowl-
edge are needed to act online responsibly. She is a lecturer and researcher at Social science faculty at the 
University of Latvia. As a researcher she has taken part in project “EU Kids”. Her research interests are digital 
communication, social media, digital literacy, youth self-presentation and online-offline life-mix – how being 
part of two equally important spaces, shapes our identity. Her works are mainly interdisciplinary – combining 
communication science, cognitive science, psychology and sociology.
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In share/like/friends/contacts we trust
The tendencies in the way youth uses social media can be characterized by words ‘fragmented’, ‘scan-
ning’ and ‘visual’. Mostly in our Facebook timeline we see pictures, videos, gifs, maybe some very few 
texts. But do we try to read everything what we see? Do we even open the links? Or do we accept that 
our contacts share only trustworthy information? Our Facebook timeline information is constructed 
by the information our contacts’ share and pages we like. So youth media literacy, when talking about 
social networks, should be looked in context of trust and the way how in the times of visual culture and 
small bits of information which youth gets through their smartphones media literacy works.

Maciej Tomaszewski
Maciej Tomaszewski has recently joined the Directorate General for Justice and Gender Equality at the Eu-
ropean Commission to work on illegal hate speech online, Annual Colloquium on fundamental rights (“Media 
pluralism and democracy” in 2016) and mainstreaming of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. He used to 
be a Policy Officer in the Directorate General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG 
CONNECT) for 6 years where he worked on different issues related to Internet governance, on-line content 
and media freedom and pluralism. Before joining the European Commission in 2010, Mr Tomaszewski worked 
on different issues related to new technologies law. He has an expertise in competition law related to new 
technologies sector and he used to work on patent law in the European Patent Office. He studied law and 
sociology at the University of Warsaw and holds LL.M in European law from the College of Europe, Bruges. In 
his free-time, he is a social media addict (@maciejtom) and language freak.

Media freedom and pluralism are essential safeguards of well-functioning democracies. Freedom of ex-
pression and media freedom and pluralism are enshrined in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and 
they are at the core of the basic democratic values on which the European Union is founded.
The second Annual Colloquium on Fundamental Rights will take place on 17-18 November 2016. It will 
provide the stage for an open exchange on the many different aspects of media pluralism in a digital 
world, and the role of modern media in European democratic societies.
The colloquium should enable policymakers at EU and national level and relevant stakeholders — 
including NGOs, journalists, media representatives, companies, academics and international organisa-
tions — to identify concrete avenues for action to foster freedom of speech, media freedom and media 
pluralism as preconditions for democratic societies.
The Commission’s objective with this public consultation is to gather broad feedback on current chal-
lenges and opportunities in order to feed into the colloquium’s discussions. The questions asked are 
thus meant to encourage an open debate on media pluralism and democracy within the European 
Union — without, however, either prejudging any action by the European Union or affecting the remit 
of its competence.

Maja Cappello
Maja Cappello joined the European Audiovisual Observatory in Strasbourg as Head of the Department for 
Legal Information in 2014. Set up in December 1992, the Observatory’s mission is to gather and diffuse 
information on the audiovisual industry in Europe. The Observatory operates within the legal framework of the 
Council of Europe as a European public service body comprised of 41 member states and the EU, represented 
by the European Commission. Maja is responsible for the research commissioned to the Observatory by the 
European Commission in order to provide a mapping on media literacy practices and actions in the EU-28.
Before joining the Observatory, Maja worked for the Italian regulator AGCOM from 1998 and was Head of 
AGCOM’s Digital Rights Unit of the Media Services Directorate. She was also Vice President of EPRA (Europe-
an Platform of Regulatory Authorities) from 2011 to 2014. 
Italian-Norwegian mother tongue, Maja deals with audiovisual regulatory issues at European level, both 
contributing to international conferences and committees, and participating as expert in EU and Council of 
Europe cooperation projects. She is author of articles and speeches in the areas of audiovisual media services, 
media pluralism, copyright and consumer protection and holds an LLM in EU law and a PhD in European 
social law after graduating in Law in 1994. She has been lecturing in Media law at University level (Bachelor, 
Master and PhD) since 2001.
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The European Audiovisual Observatory has been entrusted with a research project by the European 
Commission in order to provide the mapping and description of the most significant projects concern-
ing media literacy in the EU-28 member states, since January 2010, of national or regional coverage. In 
addition to the usual elements of media literacy, we are particularly interested in projects that focus on 
news literacy and promotion of social inclusion and democratic participation, and projects that address 
issues such as radicalisation, hate speech and incitement to violence and hatred in the media.
To ensure a comprehensive picture of the media literacy projects and skills that have been promoted in 
each country, we have addressed national experts from each of the 28 member states with an elabo-
rated questionnaire, in order to identify the 20 most significant media literacy projects, and to provide a 
detailed description of the top 5.
The project will address audiovisual services delivered on electronic communication networks, both 
linear and non-linear, and on information society services. Press, including online, radio and off-line 
services, will not be covered.

Manuel Pinto
Universidade do Minho (Portugal) – Professor at the Communication Sciences Department and researcher at 
the Communication and Society Research Centre. His PhD was based in research on TV in the daily lives of 
children, presented in 1996. His work focus the areas of Media Education, Journalism Studies and Commu-
nication Policy. He has coordinated the Portuguese component of EMEDUS project, funded by the European 
Commission. He is currently director of the PhD programme in Communication Sciences and member of the 
Independent Supervision Council of Radio e Televisao de Portugal (public media service).

Defining a MIL policy through informal action and networking
This communication intends to reflect on a process that has been articulating institutions and initia-
tives, in order to contribute to an agenda of shared public concern and the definition of a multidimen-
sional policy of Media and Information Literacy. In the Portuguese case, a decade ago, we start from 
a situation that was characterized by a marked fragmentation of efforts of the few agents who cared 
about this component of education, culture and citizenship. In particular since 2009, the articula-
tion of the autonomous action of some public institutions with responsibilities in the matter has been 
sought through GILM, an informal group on media literacy. This group circulates relevant information, 
enhances the action of each partner and, moreover, takes its own initiative as a group. In this paper we 
will present not only the dimensions and results of the road travelled so far, but also the weaknesses 
and strengths of a partnership work and a commitment to networking as a way to the definition of a 
MIL policy.

Mari Sol Pérez Guevara
European Commission’s official in charge of the media literacy file in Directorate-General for Communications 
Networks, Content and Technology since March 2015. She has been working in the field of EU audiovisual 
policy since 2003, notably in the area of film heritage. Before, she had worked with other EU polices, such 
as environmental policy, European standardization and the Toy Safety Directive. She has a Degree in Law 
and a Degree in Economics from Comillas Pontifical University in Madrid and a Master’s Degree in European 
Economic studies from the College of Europe.

The European Commission is very pleased to have co-financed and contribute to the organisation of 
this Second European MIL Forum.
We have seen in recent years is an increase of interest from a large number of different types of stake-
holders in media literacy. Three 3 main reasons, which are deeply interlinked, can explain this increased 
interested:
1. Media literacy is intrinsic to a healthy democracy
Democracy, by definition, requires the participation of well-informed citizens. Citizens inform them-
selves through the media. Their relationship with the media needs to take place in a context of critical 
thinking. This furthermore requires certain knowledge of how the media works and how media messag-
es are constructed. 
The tight connection between media literacy and democracy provides the basis for European Union 
involvement in this area. Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union enshrines the fact that the Union 
is founded on the value of democracy. Media literacy is definitively a tool for citizens to acquire critical 
thinking and become active in a democratic society.
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2. Media literacy as a necessary response to a changing and increasingly complex media landscape
The change in the media landscape is brought about both by the digital revolution and by a change of 
behaviour and attitude on the part of citizens.
Each of us experiences everyday what the digital revolution means in practice: mobile devices, con-
nectivity everywhere, all the time and to almost everything, converging content and more content 
produced in innovative audiovisual formats. We also experience how the digital revolution has changed 
our attitudes: we are not only mere passive recipients of media content, but also content creators and 
media sources, for example through our involvement in social media. Moreover, we increasingly receive 
news through social media, rather than through traditional channels. 
This change is so radical that now even the media relies on what is shared by individual citizens on 
social media as a source for the news. This proliferation of sources brings a lot of new information, op-
portunities and potential innovation but also requires critical thinking and verification tools.
This complex environment cannot be handled only by regulation. Regulation needs to be complement-
ed with measures that empower the user to be critical of his sources of information and of the media 
content. This is precisely what media literacy means. Media literacy also means becoming aware of 
the filter bubbles where we may be trapped, either by our own choices or by invisible algorithms from 
digital platforms that accommodate the world to our taste. 
In this context, Public service media companies are key media literacy players.
3. Media literacy is an element of many key discussions in the latest months
Media literacy is under discussion in relation to hot topics of recent months: fight against radicalisation, 
hate speech online and promotion of fundamental rights. Media literacy is also seen as a tool to allow 
citizens to spot and defend themselves towards political propaganda.

Maria Podlasek-Ziegler
Maria joined the European Commission in Brussels in 2007, where she has been currently working in the 
youth policy field with a focus on entrepreneurship education. She also managed European Union funding pro-
grammes for the benefit of youth work and non-formal learning, as well as small businesses crossing borders. 
Before working at the European Commission, Maria co-founded and managed a Polish-German publishing 
company based in Warsaw for 13 years; she also translated German books into Polish and published in vari-
ous Polish newspapers and magazines. Maria Hold’s Master Degree in German Philology from the Jagiellonian 
University in Cracow, Poland, and a Postgraduate Degree in Journalism from Warsaw University.

In her speech, Maria Podlasek-Ziegler will explore among others: How non-formal and informal learning 
embedded in youth work activities help young people develop MIL skills and competences; the values 
of youth work and empowering young people as autonomous, critically thinking individuals; the impact 
of the internet and social networking on young people’s participation and active citizenship.

 Marius Lukošiūnas
Since 2005 Marius Lukošiūnas works for UNESCO. He served as an Advisor for Communication and Information 
Program at UNESCO Moscow (2005-2010) and Cairo offices (2010-2014). As of last year Marius Lukošiūnas 
works for the Division of Freedom of Expression and Media Development at the Organization’s headquarters in 
Paris. 
Before joining UNESCO Marius Lukošiūnas served as the Head of the Press Service and Advisor to the President 
of the Republic of Lithuania in 2004-2005.
In 1997 & 2000-2004 he worked as media and political affairs officer in two peacekeeping missions – the 
OSCE Mission in Bosnia & Herzegovina and the UN Mission in Kosovo. In between the two jobs in the Balkans 
Marius Lukošiūnas managed EU enlargement related media projects at the European Journalism Center based in 
Maastricht, the Netherlands. 
He also occupied a position of the Director of the Institute of Journalism of Vilnius University in 1992-1997 and 
holds PhD from Moscow State University (1990).
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Mark Higham
Mark Higham is a cultural educator and film literacy expert and is founder of Film Literacy Europe. He has led 
a range of charities working across education, culture and broadcasting. He was Managing Director of Crea-
tive Partnerships helping it develop into a €47m a year cultural education programme working in the 36 most 
deprived areas of England. Mark was CEO of FILMCLUB (now called Into Film) in the UK from 2008-2013, 
growing it from 25 to 7,000 schools to become one of the largest media literacy programmes in Europe, with 
250,000 young people watching and discussing films every week.

Mark will talk about school film club models that have developed in UK, Spain, Romania and Cyprus 
and their impact as well as the plans for further pilots in Latvia, Lithuania and Georgia with national film 
agency partners. He will share two examples of planned projects that show how film as a media can be 
deployed to deal with difficult subjects. Working with partners in Spain and the Basque region, Cyprus 
and Northern Ireland, the Empathy Project will use film to give insights into both conflict and reconcilia-
tion and to start conversations across community divides. Following youth exchanges, the young people 
involved will be supported to make documentaries. Film has a unique way of providing cultural under-
standing and the Lives of Others project aims to screen films from the cultural background of children 
newly arrived in schools in Europe together with films from the host country’s culture to build empathy 
and understanding between classmates. This will encourage faster and deeper integration, creating 
friendship bonds more quickly.

Martina Chapman
EBU Eurovision Faculty Member and Independent Consultant.
As a recognised independent expert in media literacy and digital engagement, Martina Chapman established 
Mercury Insights to provide specialist support to a range of UK and European organisations. She has worked 
at a senior level with a range of high-profile organisations including the BBC and Ofcom. She is the principal 
author of numerous national reports and regularly contributes to national and international conferences and 
working groups. As a Eurovision Academy Faculty Member for the European Broadcasting Union, Martina 
developed the Digital Media Literacy Matrix and delivers master-classes in digital media literacy for Public 
Service Media organisations across Europe.

Public Service Media are particularly well-placed to promote Digital Media Literacy to the general public 
but many still struggle to understand what media literacy is, and how to promote it. The EBU Eurovi-
sion Academy has been supporting Public Service Media to develop Digital Media Literacy strategies, 
encouraging them to work in partnership and develop Digital Media Literacy projects based on best 
practice from across Europe. Martina will outline the Academy’s actions in this area including its Four 
Key Action points and Media Literacy Matrix.

Miomir Rajcevic
President of the Media Education Centre, Director, Cinematographer, Scriptwriter and Media Educator has 
several hundred projects covering documentaries, educational, theatrical, art and news reports, short and ani-
mated films, digital and multimedia professional and educational productions. Always very much involved in 
work with young people, specially producing for young people in many serials, developing media like language 
and great tool for media literacy and education. Organized many MIL seminars, conferences and workshops 
working with kids and young people with less opportunity, marginalized groups, rural and Roma population 
and young people with disability.

Technological explosion of the internet and new media have made obtaining MIL capabilities important for 
purposeful navigation promoting safe participation and creation in the media, digital and online space. It 
is why we must create an educational structure for joint action and strategies to achieve the MIL coalition 
between the institutions, organisations, corporations, and civil society and professional organisations. 
Why is MIL a vital element of information and communication policy? Because citizens explore opportuni-
ties of the Online Media and Information Space and use social networks and online platforms entering 
in the “virtual reality space” without necessary competencies, skills and knowledge for protection from 
potential abuse. Empowerment through MIL enables safe, interactive and smart participation in public 
decision making and promoting values for sustainable development and more humane societies.
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Narine Khachatryan
Narine Khachatryan has been a coordinator at Safer Internet Armenia since 2008, an initiative aimed to raise 
awareness about Internet safety, privacy issues among the general population and create a better on-line 
environment for children and youths. She has also been a co-founder of Media Education Center, which has 
promoted media and digital literacies since 2007, developed media literacy materials for schools and initiated 
a number of country-wide e-learning and e-citizenship activities. In recent years Narine has been engaged as 
an expert in European Internet related initiatives, projects of the Council of Europe and European Union.

New ICTs open wide prospects for education and development, yet technologies can be used as tools 
of propaganda pushing young people to become passive consumers rather than creators with super-
ficial level of critical thinking skills. How to overcome the risk that social networks and search engines 
instead of serving us reliable and unbiased information and news, can reinforce our own world-view, 
making difficult for opponent voices to reach us, since they facilitate contact with like-minded local 
community? On the other hand how to refute stereotypes and misinformation in media and online and 
have more dialogs between polarized discussion groups? Since media not only seek to impose values, 
but are also used to “manufacture” reality, how do we that ensure that young people compare and ana-
lyze information from various sources and platforms to make independent judgments. From what age 
should young people be taught about manipulative techniques: such as video manipulation, deliberate 
disinformation, manufactured false realities, etc.
Our presentation will highlight the existing media literacy practices in Armenia, brief overview of the sit-
uation in the area of media education within formal and non-formal educational settings in the country.

Paul de Theux
Paul de Theux is Director of Media Animation. He also manages the resource centre in media education of 
Media Animation and is member of the governmental higher board for Media Education of the Brussels Wal-
lonia Federation (CSEM - Belgium). He is teacher assistant at the Catholic University of Louvain (UCL) and 
teacher at the Institute of High Studies of Social Communication (IHECS). He as a Master of Communication 
and History (UCL). Author of collective publication about media literacy, he is also member of institutional and 
associative boards.

MIL provides skills which are intended to allow users to manage the relationship between their public 
life and privacy in the digital world. These skills are mainly in the social dimension of MIL area. They 
provide benchmarks to allow for example online identity management. They also encourage users of 
digital tools to act in the social field so that economic interests do not undermine the right to privacy.

Renee Hobbs
Renee Hobbs is Professor of Communication Studies and Director of the Media Education Lab at the Har-
rington School of Communication and Media at the University of Rhode Island. She is a founding co-editor 
of the Journal of Media Literacy Education. She co-directs URI’s Graduate Certificate in Digital Literacy, a 
blended learning graduate program. Hobbs has authored five books, more than 150 scholarly and professional 
articles. She has offered professional development programs for educators on four continents and created 
award-winning multimedia curriculum for elementary and secondary educators, helping them integrate media 
literacy into the curriculum.

How can media literacy contribute to addressing public apathy and alienation from the democratic 
process, helping to solve the problem of political polarization? The need to reduce Islamophobia and 
combat radicalization can be addressed through the development of communication, reflection, empa-
thy and critical analysis skills in responding to the many new forms of contemporary propaganda that 
now circulate online.
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Samy Tayie
Samy Tayie is a professor and head of department at the Faculty of Mass Communication of Cairo University, Egypt. 
He is also the President of Mentor International Media Education Association (www.mediamentor.org). He received his 
first degrees from Cairo University. He received his PhD from Leicester University, UK. His main areas of interest include 
media education, social marketing, new communication technology and mass communication research methods. He has 
published a few books on mass communication research methods, media education, advertising and public relations. He 
has also published a few articles on different areas of mass communication. He supervised more than 40 MA and PhD 
theses. He organized and participated in many international meetings in the Middle East, Europe and the United States. 
He also worked for some regional and international organizations including the United Nations. He is a member of the 
Scientific Board of Comunicar. He is also a member of the UNESCO’s Expert Group on Media and Information Literacy.

These days we live a new era of technological developments in which the results and outcomes of 
many revolutions are mixed. The most important and powerful of all these revolutions is the informa-
tion revolution which led to many huge knowledge explosions. However, we managed to control these 
explosions through information technology and modern communication media revolution which repre-
sent the most important development that the human being has reached. The technological revolution 
managed to achieve tremendous speed in media of communication especially in the area of transmis-
sion of information electronically. It was a mixture of many traditional and new technologies to achieve 
the final goal, i.e. to transfer the messages to great number of people and in very short time.
This paper presents finding of a study that was carried out on a sample of young Egyptians aged 18 
to 25 years, selected from rural and urban areas of Egypt. The main objective of the study was to find 
out about these young Egyptians’ use of new media especially social media vis-a-vis traditional media. 
Findings have shown some differences according to the geographical area which indicated some kind 
of digital divide between rural and urban areas. At the same time, age difference has shown to be an 
important criterion with respect to the use of new media.

Sanita Jemberga
Sanita Jemberga is Latvian investigative journalist and filmmaker who has worked in the press and television since 1996. 
After a brief stint at European Commission, Sanita Jemberga returned to journalism and now runs non-profit Baltic 
centre of investigative journalism Re:Baltica. She teaches media literacy in Stockholm School of Economics in Riga and is 
Latvian government representative in UNESCO’s International Programme for the Development of Communication.

Media and information literacy is multi-dimensional – precise sub-competencies (knowledge, skills and 
attitude) of media and information literacy depend on the individual’s needs and habits of information, 
media and technology use, as well as on the social group to which he/she belongs. We face a chal-
lenge to find the optimal theoretical and practical approaches to develop media and information literacy 
among the population at large and at the same time addressing to differentiated audiences with their 
specific characteristics. Teenage audience may perceive hate speech or sexting as a self-presentation 
or sign of courage or rebelliousness. Some of student audience do not use traditional media, only the 
Internet and mobile applications. As well internet usage by seniors is on the rise. This is a relatively new 
audience that ought to be well versed in critical media and technology usages. Discussion is neces-
sary on which methods and approaches would give the best results to develop media and information 
literacy among young people and new publics and what are examples of best practices, including contri-
bution of informal education, the outreach of libraries as well as public service media.
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Sherri Hope Culver
Sherri serves as Director of the Center for Media and Information Literacy (CMIL) at Temple University, USA 
where she is an Associate Professor in the School of Media and Communication. Sherri serves on the execu-
tive board of the National Association for Media Literacy Education. She regularly presents internationally 
on media literacy and children’s media topics. Sherri is co-executive editor of the UNESCO 2016 yearbook 
on Media and Information Literacy and Intercultural Dialogue and served as co-editor of the yearbooks from 
2013-2015. She is author of The Television and Video Survival Guide and The Media Career Guide.

MIL educators engage students on a range of issues from media institution ownership to the influence of 
representation. But to what extent are educators helping students to understand privacy implications when using 
digital technologies; discussing freedom of expression and access to information; or addressing the balance of pri-
vacy and transparency when it comes to personal information, government requests, and commercial interests? 
This presentation will share preliminary data from a research study with over 200 educators across 22 countries. 
Research for the report was conducted by the UNESCO-UNAOC University Network on Media and Information 
Literacy and Intercultural dialogue (MILID), and members of the Global Alliance for Partnerships in MIL (GAPMIL).

Sheila Webber
Sheila Webber is Senior Lecturer in the Information School, University of Sheffield. She is Director of the Centre 
for Information Literacy Research, and researches and teaches in the field of information literacy and information 
behaviour. She is an IFLA Information Literacy Section committee member and a past member of national-level 
Information Literacy groups. Sheila is an internationally invited speaker, and maintains the Information Literacy 
Weblog (http://information-literacy.blogspot.com), which recently passed 1.5 million page views. She is a fellow 
of the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals and the Higher Education Academy, and was 
recipient of the 2015 UKeIG Jason Farradane award for services to Information Science.

This paper will identify how both the media and information environment, and the aspects of it that 
people need to engage with, change through the course of people’s lives. This will be done through a 
model of the media and information literate person, highlighting how citizens need to be able to audit 
and develop their Media and information Literacy (MIL) in order to fulfil their personal, work and citi-
zenship goals. This also requires a holistic approach from governments, taking account people’s needs 
and preferences, and rebalancing educational focus across the lifecourse, recognising the need for 
learning and development lifelong.

Sirkku Kotilainen
Ms. Sirkku Kotilainen, Ph.D. is professor on media education at the Tampere University, Finland. She is lead-
ing an international Master’s Degree Program in Media Education, http://www.uta.fi/cmt/me/index.html. 
Moreover, she is acting as chair in the Media Education Section at the International Association of Media and 
Communication Research IAMCR. Her research topics cover MIL, for example, among young people, teacher 
education and youth work including comparative perspectives, case studies and action research. Currently her 
interests are in vulnerable young people and, in developing transcultural media competencies. Recent book: 
Kotilainen and Kupiainen (eds) 2015, Media Education Futures, Nordicom. 

Towards transcultural media competencies in teacher development
Media play an increasingly central, diverse and complex role in contemporary life from early age to the 
adulthood. This is true not only in highly developed economies as in Finland, but also in emerging mar-
kets such as Brazil, Russian, China, India and South-Africa forming BRICS countries as well: most people 
live increasingly mediated lives. Based on this notion the MIL policy in higher education including 
teacher training should aim towards transcultural media competencies around the globe. The Northern 
Europe, Finland as an example, is putting effort to this direction. The presentation will discuss special-
ized international master degree programs in MIL in teacher development.

Young People in the Limelight: Towards Agency through Multiliteracies
How to overcome the Barriers to acquiring MIL by young audiences? The presentation discusses the 
question focusing on vulnerable young people, for example, with learning difficulties. An action research 
“Youth in the Limelight” including several media workshops is described with preliminary results. The 
aim has been in developing methods on MIL focusing on youth self-expression through social media. 
Media workshops have increased youth independence, skills in media and information literacies as well 
as their awareness of their possibilities in societal engagement. Adults are needed as “empowerment 
agents” for offering spaces, resources and supervision for the development of youth creativity. Action 
research is about learning for both youngsters and adults, ethical aspects included.
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Solvita Denisa-Liepniece
S. Denisa-Liepniece is a researcher and journalist. S.Denisa-Liepniece is an author of several publica-
tions on media content, effects and influence. S.Denisa-Liepniece holds a PhD from the University of 
Antwerp (Belgium) on political communications. As a researcher, S.Denisa-Liepniece has contributed to 
publications of NATO Excellence Center for Strategic Communication (StratCom CoE), Advanced Social 
and Political Research Institute (ASPRI), etc. She has also engaged in activities on media literacy of the 
Baltic Centre for Media Excellence. As a journalist, S.Denisa-Liepniece has perfomed in different posi-
tions at Latvian Public Television, including producing, editing and anchoring news in Russian. S.Denisa-
Liepniece has a teaching experience at the University of Latvia (since 2007), Riga International School 
of Economics and Business Administration (RISEBA) and Vidzeme`s University of Applied Sciences, 
where at the moment she holds a position of assistant professor.

Once upon a time there was media literacy for pre-schools
There is a growing number of new pieces of research on propaganda. Researchers and media profes-
sionals are working hard to catch up to the trends and techniques used by communicators to influence 
society, which is aimed at winning hearts and minds. The media comes in our lives earlier than the 
system of education. And for critical thinking to be more effective, it cannot wait until school. Pre-
school is the right stage in every person’s life to start realizing the importance of critical thinking. The 
key question is how to ensure it. This presentation looks at ways to implement the main media literacy 
findings in a specific and “user friendly” product – fairytales. The presentation will be, firstly, examing 
the situation on media literacy in Latvian pre-schools and, secondly, to showing possible solutions to 
these practical findings in a fairytale, based on a NATO StratCom Centre’s of Excellence study.

Tatjana Ljubic
Mrs. Tatjana Ljubic works as Media and Information Literacy (MIL) consultant in Serbia. She holds MA degree 
from University of Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina), and completed BA studies in Journalism at the Faculty 
of Political Science in Zagreb (Croatia). For the last four years she has been working on developing curricula, 
delivering trainings and conducting research on MIL. She has cooperated with media organizations in the region 
of Western Balkans in advancing MIL. Mrs. Ljubic started her career as a journalist in Zagreb, and after several 
years of work in this field she pursued work in public relations, communication and media development.

Information, media and technological communication platform are indispensable resources that enable 
participation in public decision making and promote values for sustainable development and more hu-
mane societies. To achieve professional and ethical journalism and media in which citizens can put their 
trust require three broad actions:1. capacity building for journalists and media, 2. media self-regula-
tion,3. co-regulation and media and information literate citizens. The third action is often overlooked or 
not well grasped by stakeholders. MIL can contribute to building trust in media, through the awareness 
of ethical principles and the penetration of a critical and creative citizenship in the information produc-
tion and distribution. Understanding that the functions of media and other information providers, and 
the conditions under which these functions can be effective exercised, is at the core of being able to 
exercise one’s right to freedom of expression and access to information. This roundtable will illuminate 
these propositions. It speaks to the following questions: Can trust building in media help to consoli-
date sustainable media and information envi¬ronments? What are the key tenets of professional and 
ethical journalism in a healthy democracy? Can citizens really demand quality media and to hold media 
accountable to the public? What are good practices of existing initiatives in Europe? How do we tackle 
journalism online, citizens journalists, professional bloggers.
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Tihomir Loza
Tihomir Loza is executive of the South East European Network for Profession¬alization of Media (SEENPM), a 
network of 18 media centres and institutes across 12 countries of Central and South Eastern Europe. Previ-
ously, he was deputy director of Transitions, a Prague-based international media development organisation. A 
native of Bosnia, he worked as a writer and editor for a number of outlets in the Balkans, including the Oslo-
bodjenje daily and Nasi dani magazine. He was part of the team of producers behind the BBC/Discovery series 
of documentaries the Death of Yugoslavia and the Fall of Milosevic.

Both research and anecdotal evidence suggest low levels of media and information literacy in South 
East Europe. Coupled with generally fatigued civil society, this accounts for the absence of a demanding 
audience capable of articulating an active and critical response to media content as well as willing to 
defend media freedoms when they are in danger. Only extreme and brutal violations of media free-
doms, such as those in relation to the 2013 Gezi Park protests in Turkey, seem capable of awakening 
the general public, while relatively low level breaches, such as the police and judicial harassment of 
Kilx news portal in Bosnia in late 2014, go almost unregistered by the wider public. The media sector, 
civil society and policymakers need to devise innovative approaches to engage key sections of society, 
including the youth, in game-changing media literacy activities.

Toms Meisitis
16 years of experience in ICT and media industries
-  Professional occupation: Director of Legal and Corporate Affairs, SIA Lattelecom, Latvia (SIA Lattelecom – 

leading Latvian ICT service provider https://www.lattelecom.lv/en/)
-  NGOs: Member of the board of Latvian Information and Communications Technology Association (LIKTA) 

https://www.likta.lv/EN/Pages/home.aspx 
Chairman, Public Advisory Council to the Latvian National Electronic Media Council (NEPLP).

ICT and Media convergence
- No media without ICT; no need for ICT without content;
- ICT + media: new Digital ecosystem: Convergence, Rise of OTT.
- Latvian experience and lessons learned.
- European Digital Single Market.
- Regulation and regulatory approach.
- Challenges ahead.

Uldis Zarins
Uldis Zarins is the Director of Development at the National Library of Latvia. He is also the Vice President of 
Latvian Library Association, a member of EBLIDA Executive Committee and a member of Europeana Network 
Association Members Council. As a copyright expert he has worked in IFLA Committee on Copyright and 
other Legal Matters and EBLIDA Expert group on Information Law. He has a Masters degree in Library and 
information science from the University of Latvia, and his professional interests include digitization of cultural 
heritage, library policy issues, evaluation of library activities, as well as future developments in libraries.

Libraries, especially the public libraries, are increasingly becoming the local centres of life-long learning, 
helping their communities to develop new skills in different areas, with a particular focus on media and 
information literacy. Libraries are helping people of all ages to acquire ICT skills, to use ICT tools and 
applications, to search, evaluate and publish information, and to develop critical thinking skills. How-
ever, library activities and their role in the field of MIL are currently underrepresented in existing MIL 
policies and actions, and libraries should get more recognition for what they are doing and get more 
involved in implementation of MIL policies and actions. The main questions to be tackled are: How do 
librarians perceive the role of libraries in MIL activities? Are they aware of their role in implementation 
of MIL policies? Where lies the red line, what libraries can realistically be expected to do in the field of 
MIL? What are the opportunities for synergies between libraries and other players in the field of MIL? 
Are librarians skilled enough to be effective in MIL activities?
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Victoria Martín de la Torre
Victoria Martín de la Torre (Spain) is a journalist working as a press officer for the Socialists and Democrats 
Group in the European Parliament since 2008. Before arriving in Brussels, she worked as a reporter at the 
weekly magazine Tiempo for over a decade, covering EU-Arab World relations. She is the author of two books: 
“Viaje a la ciudad de Belén. Cuna del amor, semilla de intifada” (2007) and “Europe, a leap into the unknown” 
(2014). She is the founder and chair of the interfaith association Abraham Forum for Inter-Religious and 
Intercultural Dialogue, based in Madrid, and a fellow of the UN Alliance of Civilisations.

Media for Good: A practical example of how Foro Abraham - an interfaith and intercultural dialogue 
association in Spain - uses social media to promote mutual understanding between different faith com-
munities, to promote a culture of peace and to progressively minimise stereotypes and misconceptions. 
We combine new and traditional media to build bridges and open spaces for face-to-face encounters 
beyond the virtual debates and interactions, trying to reach those who are usually not exposed or even 
interested in interfaith and intercultural activities.

Viktors Freibergs
Head of Communication Studies Department, University of Latvia, acting director of BA programme of Com-
munication sciences, Social Sciences Faculty, University of Latvia.
The major research areas: semiotics and communication, semiotic research of film narrative and film as a 
specific textual and communicative system, film theory. Film and new media, cinema and digitalization, visual 
communication in film, film literacy.

New Media and Film: New Film Language?
The report focuses on two main issues. Firstly, how it is possible to define the “digital cinema” and what 
are the main features distinguishing it (if any) from what we might call analogue cinema. 
Secondly, in what way the use of new technologies used to create visual effects changes the audience’s 
expectations from cinema, and whether technological advancement contributes by definition to aes-
thetic qualities of film. Within the above mentioned context the question of defining image in cinematic 
text gains a particular importance.

Xavier Landes
(PhD, Université de Montréal) is assistant professor at University of Copenhagen at the department of media, cognition 
and communication. His specialities are political philosophy and normative economics. In addition, he has a strong inter-
est in media ethics and journalism, in particular in journalistic manners. He has been teaching topics related to medias in 
various institutions. His tribunes have been published in various newspapers such as Le Monde, Rue89-Le Nouvel Obser-
vateur (France), Information, Weekendavisen (Denmark) or Politika (Latvia). He is a regulator contributor to Slate France.

In order to build trust in the public, good manners are essential. However, professionals and commenta-
tors too often downplayed the importance of media manners. Reasons may be various: manners would 
not be substantial enough, they will have little impact, they will express political correctness or they will 
be optional. The focus is generally on general ethical rules or deontological, professional, principles. This 
talk will stress the importance of good media manners for building trust, especially in diverse societies.
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